
DT- Year 4 Spring Mechanical Systems-Bridges
In this unit children will explore different types of bridges, including Suspension, Beam, Truss, 
Cantilever, Arch, Tied Arch and Cable-stayed.  They will examine and build the strongest type of 
bridge and have opportunities to learn how mechanical systems such as cams, pulleys or gears 
create movement and electrical components create light and sound and add these to their 
structures.

In this unit children will:

Make labelled drawings of different types of 
bridges from different views to show specific 
features.

Learn about bridge designers and engineers.

Plan and make bridges explaining their choice 
of materials and components.

Learn about how mechanical systems work. 
(cams, pulleys, and gears to make movement).

Use pulleys and levers and linkages in a 
product.

Explore how more complex electrical circuits 
and components are used to create a functional 
product.

Continue to learn how to program a computer 
to control a product.

Understand how to reinforce and strengthen 3D 
frameworks.

Build a model which incorporates a motor, 
circuit, buzzer and bulb, 

Learn to use a glue gun (with close supervision.

Evaluate a product carrying out appropriate 
tasks

Prior Learning
EYFS - Select materials from a limited range, developing their 
ideas through talk and simple drawings. Build structures joining 
components.
Year 1 - Explain what objects have been made for, how they work 
and what materials have been used.Begin to build structures, 
exploring how they can be made stronger, more stable and 
stiffer. Evaluate their design.
Year 2 - Identify a purpose for what they intend to design and 
make and develop their ideas through talk and labelled drawings. 
Make a mock up of designs, exploring how they can be made 
stronger. Assemble, join and combine materials to make a 
product and evaluate their design
Year 3: Start to understand that mechanical and electrical 
systems have an input, process and output and mechanical 
systems create movement. You can use simple electrical circuits 
to create functional products. Select appropriate tools and work 
with increasing accuracy planning, making and evaluating their 
product.

Cross Curricular Links
Geog- Rivers and the water cycle and Maths

Key Vocabulary

Suspension Bridge: The weight of the deck is 
supported by vertical cables that run between 
towers and are anchored in abutments at each 
end. E.g Humber Bridge, Golden Gate.

Beam Bridge: Also known as a stringer bridge 
are the simplest form of bridge spans.  They are 
supported by an abutment or pier at each end. 
E.g, Lake Pontchartrain Causeway in Louisiana.

Truss Bridge: A structure of connected 
elements usually forming triangular units. E.g 
Quebec Bridge.

Cantilever Bridge: Built using structures that 
project horizontally into space, supported on 
only one end.  E.g Forth Bridge, Edinburgh.

Arch Bridge: Abutments at each end shaped as 
a curved arch. E.g. Hulme, Manchester.

Tied Arch Bridge: The outward-directed 
horizontal forces of the arches are made by a 
tension chord.  E.g.Gateshead Millennium 
Bridge.

Cabled Stayed Bridge: This bridge has one or 
more towers, from which cables support the 
bridge deck. A distinctive feature are the cables, 
which run directly from the tower to the deck, 
normally forming a fan like pattern or a series 
of parallel lines

Pulley: A simple and maneuverable way to 
move large objects

Othmar Ammann – This famous Swiss engineer 
is most famous for his designs of the George 
Washington Bridge and the Bayonne Bridge in 
New York City.

John Roebling – John Roebling was a 
German-born American civil engineer whose 
work will forever be admired. One of this most 
famous works is, of course, The Brooklyn 
Bridge in the New York City.

Isambard Kingdom Brunel He was a very 
successful bridge builder, with Clifton 
Suspension Bridge in Bristol being one his 
most celebrated designs.



Key Knowledge

Pulleys are powerful simple machines. They can 
change the direction of a force, which can make it 
much easier for us to move something. If we want 
to lift an object that weighs 10 kilograms one meter 
high, we can lift it straight up or we can use a 
pulley, so we can pull down on one end to lift the 
object up.

A cable system works in order to make lifting easier 
or to make moving items easier. Pulleys are 
essential to being able to move and lift very heavy 
or large items. The simple principle behind pulleys 
makes these one of the most effective tools in 
existence.

A Moveable bridge is a bridge that can change 
position (and even shape in some cases) to allow 
for passage of boats below. This type of bridge has 
a lower cost of building because it has no high 
piers and long approaches but its use stops the 
road traffic when the bridge is open for river traffic.

Triangles make for a strong structure because the 
work off compression and tension. Triangles on the 
harbour bridge are in the arch because the arch 
need to be strong in order to keep the bridge up 
and carry the load. An arch is useful because it 
transfers the load instead of focusing the load on 
one spot.

The weight placed on a beam bridge is pressed 
directly downward, toward any underneath support, 
which makes the middle portion of the bridge the 
weakest.

A simple pulley system can be used to create a 
draw bridge which would be used in a castle.

Electric motors are used on movable bridges for 
thé following purposes. For hoisting or swinging the 
leaves; for operating end and center wedges or 
other lifting devices; for operating locks or latches 
and for operating traffic gates and barriers 

Create a circuit by placing each wire into the 
connector area of the light bulb. You should find the 
bulb lights up. Now hold one wire slightly above the 
connector, you should find the bulb goes out. 
You’ve broken the circuit. Electricity only flows if a 
circuit is complete as it has to flow all the way 
around for the bulb to light up.

Five of the most famous bridges around the world 
are - Golden Gate Bridge: San Francisco, United 
States; Sydney Harbour Bridge: Sydney, Australia. 
Ponte Vecchio: Florence, Italy; Brooklyn Bridge: 
New York City, United States; Gateshead 
Millennium Bridge: Gateshead, England.

Key Questions

What are the 7 main types of bridge?

Can you name some famous bridges 
around the world?

Can you name some famous bridge 
architects/engineers?

Can you explain how cams, pulleys and 
gears work?

How can structures be strengthened? 

What are the best shapes to create a 
bridge?


